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FEATURE

Where Adolescence Dropped Us Off,
“Emerging Adulthood” Wants to Pick Us Up

F

or a few years now, it’s been open season on Generation Y—
also known as the Millennials, the Echo Boomers, or Generation Me. Potentially terrific band names, these monikers have
come to connote less-than-terrific qualities. We’ve been portrayed
by employers, professors, and earnestly concerned psychologists as
entitled bellyachers spoiled by parents who have over-nurtured our
egos, teachers who have granted us undeserved A’s, and coaches
who have awarded trophies to any gawky one of us who showed
up. Hara Estroff Marano, the editor of Psychology Today, has even
gone so far as to call us a “nation of wimps.” So, before we affirm our
place as the aimless bubble-kids of recorded history, it’s about time
we coddled narcissists do what we apparently do so well: talk about
ourselves. If we don’t, our baby boomer predecessors may secure a
legacy of ignominy for us all.

They, our parental boomers, would
know a thing about that legacy too. In
1970, The American Scholar published
a piece that declared “a new stage of
life” for the time between adolescence
and young adulthood. Then, the oldest
members of the baby boom generation—
who are the parents of today’s 20-somethings—were 24. Young people of the
day “can’t seem to ‘settle down,’” wrote
the Yale psychologist Kenneth Keniston.
He heralded it a new stage in the human
lifespan and called it “youth.”

But Keniston isn’t the only psychologist who’s felt something’s amiss
with twenty-somethings. Jeffery Arnett, a psychology professor at Clark
University, has spent the past decade of
his life arguing in favor of recognizing
a nascent developmental stage he has
termed “emerging adulthood.” Like adolescence before it, “emerging adulthood”
has it’s own peculiar psychological profile: identity exploration, instability,
self-focus, and an optimism in the face
of uncertainty that Arnett calls “a sense
of possibilities.”

In his book Emerging Adulthood:
The Winding Road from the Late Teens
Through the Twenties, Arnett posits
that changes at the turn of the 21st century have paved the way for a new stage
between the age of 18 and the late 20s.
Among the cultural shifts that contribute to “emerging adulthood” are demands for more education to thrive in
an information-based economy; a paucity of entry-level jobs even after all that
schooling; and young people feeling less
hurried to start a family because of the
general acceptance of premarital sex,
SEPTEMBER 20, 2010
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cohabitation and birth control. These
cultural changes have caused Millennials to postpone or even neglect what
were once the traditional milestones of
adulthood—finishing school, leaving
home, becoming financially independent, marrying, and having children.
Last month, seizing on the “emerging adulthood” zeitgeist, The New York
Times published a smattering of Generation Me-related articles, brandishing
titles like “The Why-Worry Generation”
and “The Slow, Winding Path to Adulthood” that culminated in a lengthy piece
by Robin Marantz Henig entitled “What
Is It About 20-Somethings?” In it, she
describes a trend of “young people tak-

perienced by the privileged group of
college-educated 18 to 29 year-olds like
ourselves.
Richard Lerner, Bergstrom Chair in
Applied Developmental Science here at
Tufts University, argues that to qualify
as a life stage, “emerging adulthood”
must be both universal and essential to
a person’s development. “The core idea
of classical stage theory is that all people — underscore ‘all’ — pass through
a series of qualitatively different periods
in an invariant and universal sequence
in stages that can’t be skipped or reordered,” he told The New York Times.
When I spoke with him last week,
Lerner elaborated: “Emerging adult-

“But it’s important to keep in mind that “emerging adulthood” is, at most, a phenomenon of the developed world
and, more likely, one exclusively experienced by the privileged group of college-educated 18 to 29 year-olds like ourselves.

”

ing longer to reach adulthood”:
“It’s a development that predates the
current economic doldrums, and no one
knows yet what the impact will be. …
The traditional cycle seems to have gone
off course, as young people remain untethered to romantic partners or to permanent homes, going back to school for
lack of better options, traveling, avoiding commitments, competing ferociously for unpaid internships or temporary
(and often grueling) Teach for America
jobs, forestalling the beginning of adult
life.”
It’s likely no college student escapes
the scope of Henig’s description. Each of
us has struggled with the pressures and
uncertainty of a looming but persistently elusive adulthood. We’re well aware of
the drawbacks of our continued moratorium on maturity and it’s attendant
obligations; and we’re worried that in
endlessly negotiating this space between
youth and adulthood, we may eventually
miss our opportunity to finally take root
and grow up.
But it’s important to keep in mind
that “emerging adulthood” is, at most,
a phenomenon of the developed world
and, more likely, one exclusively ex4
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hood is a phase in life that applies to
some young people living in some social,
economic, and culture circumstances.”
Though a close friend and colleague of
Arnett’s, Lerner doesn’t fully endorse the
theory, arguing that embracing emerging adulthood is likely to compound
the problem of a young person’s protracted transition from adolescence to
adulthood. “If you don’t develop a skill
at the right stage, you’ll be working the
rest of your life to develop it when you
should be moving on,” he said. “The rest
of your development will be unfavorably
altered.”
Ultimately, Lerner believes that
“emerging adulthood” will soon pass as
Keniston’s “youth” did before it. “Its theoretical problems and the fact that it’s so
over-generalized will eventually lead to
it fading in importance. There’s not any
evidence that the claims Jeff has asserted
have any validity. Without that evidence,
it’s going to just disappear.”
Nevertheless, Lerner doesn’t deny
that “emerging adulthood” is a important concept for those young people to
whom it does apply. “Any concept that
calls attention to the fact that we need
to take better care of a sub-component

of our population is a useful concept. I
wouldn’t want, because of the theoretical limitations of [Arnett’s] concept, to
say that we shouldn’t pay attention to
college students. That would include my
own children!”
Though it’s unlikely that “emerging
adulthood” will be accepted as an official
developmental stage, we can still benefit
from Arnett’s painstaking observations
of our generation. Instead of allowing
his theory to validate the hardships that
come with adulthood as we’re used to
excusing, to some extent, the conniptions of a toddler or the melodrama of
a high-schooler, we should understand
that, right now, we’re going through
significant steps of setting boundaries, exploring, and forging our identities. And although we’ve been accused
of meandering and shirking the family
life, it seems Arnett’s positive branding
of this phase does something new. He
may not be right about its universality,
but there’s truth to his insight about our
generation. And if he’s right about us,
then it’s not that we’re a bunch of restless egocentrics of brooding mien, nor
is it as simple as being victims of a bad
economy; instead, we’re experiencing
a necessary phase of development that
will enable us to shoulder the grown-up
responsibilities coming down the pike.
We, the emerging adults, may be
off-putting to a worried 40-something
with his head in The New York Times,
but we’re not maladjusted. On the contrary, if Arnett’s studies have demonstrated anything, it’s that we have an
almost inexhaustible well of self-regard.
We refuse to have our futures defined
by the limitations of our era with a resilience that all parents, educators, and
pop psychologists should consider as
proof of successful upbringing.
But this has less to do with our parents than with, as longtime observers of
our generation have suggested, growing
up in an era of almost unrelenting ambient anxiety: school years spent in the
shadow of Columbine, the 9/11 terror attacks and, lately, widespread job losses.
The chronic unease has steadily raised
our generation’s tolerance for stress,
leaving us uniquely well equipped to
deal with all the uncertainty. O

EDUCATION
CATHERINE NAKAJIMA

School’s Out:
How College
Grads Are
Gaining Control
of the Classroom

BY MOLLY RUBIN

T

here is an inescapable and truly awesome sense of change in the future of our public schools, a transformation catalyzed by the fresh ideas of twenty-somethings.
Remember being in school? Whether it was the way we learned in classrooms, the
structuring of class size and content, the study time, or the food in the cafeteria, we can
all remember feeling like we were a part of a system that was designed by someone who
lacked insight into our generation. Before coming to college, we sat in classrooms every
day for six hours and thought, ‘there has got to be a better way to do this.’
Turns out, maybe there is. Many twenty-somethings feel that their recent emergence
from a system with nationally recognized flaws gives them an edge over school administrators who have been running things for years, who may have forgotten what it’s like
to be a kid in a classroom. The BRICK (Builiding Responsible Intelligent Creative Kids)
Avon Academy in Newark, New Jersey is the first school to be run entirely by Teach for
America alums. Its doors opened two weeks ago to its first class of students, most hailing
from the South Ward, a low-income area of Trenton.
Dominique Lee is just 25 years old and is the founder, executive director, and operations manager of the BRICK Avon Academy, which welcomes students ranging from
kindergarten to eighth grade. Building on his Teach for America experience, Lee found
fault with a lot of the policies and practices that plague most American public schools.
By implementing a more robust curriculum, longer school days, and many paid training
workshops for teachers (about two-thirds of the Academy teachers taught at the former
Avon Avenue School), Lee is hoping to institute a much larger sea change towards the
way the institution of public school is run.
Lee isn’t alone in his field, either. Closer to home, the Boston Teachers Union School
follows a similar model. The school is entirely run by teachers, most of them in their

early thirties, who have decided to take the
reigns when it comes to the schools where
they educate. By placing the burden of administration into the hands of the teachers, the Union School hopes to address the
academic needs of its students better than
a city politician or politically motivated official far removed from the classroom.
Whatever the age of its creator, the
teacher-run school model seems to have
a single mission: to make teachers more
accountable to their classrooms so that
the quality of teaching improves. Union
schools have been criticized, though, for
their support of the philosophy that teachers need to a large monetary incentive to
teach well. Boston Teachers Union School
co-leader Berta Rosa Berriz assures, “We’re
a union school and it does not get in the
way of having an excellent school.”
The concept for a teacher-run school
has come to fruition among many nationally publicized discussions on the best ways
for teachers to raise academic achievement
in classrooms. As the shouts for “teacher
accountability” get louder (Washington,
SEPTEMBER 20, 2010
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D.C. school district fired over 100 teachers
this summer based on evaluations and value-added scores), teachers are demanding
that with that added accountability should
come the ability to shape the environment
in which they teach.
With the Boston Teachers Union
School in its second year and the Brick Avon
Academy only two weeks open, there isn’t a
large amount of quantitative data such as
test scores to measure the success of these
teacher cooperatives. However, many point
to qualitative categories as the first measures of these schools’ success. Waitlists for
these and other newly opened teacher-run
schools in Denver and St. Paul are already
multiple years long and the level of student
involvement within the classroom that officials have observed during initial walkthroughs has been incredibly high.
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“We want to bring back some of the
joy of teaching,’’ said Richard Stutman, the
Boston Teachers Union president. “You
want people to reach their own professional potential by allowing them to do things
differently.’’
The question Lee’s school brings up
specifically is this: is our generation ready
to teach the generation after? Have we
grown or evolved or learned enough to
be responsible for an entire population of
fresh minds? Though us Gen-X’ers have
been loudly criticized for our tendency to
remain children well into our late twenties,
are we in fact ready to assume an authoritative role in shaping the voice that directly
follows us?
Mostly, critics fear that teacher-run
schools will run into problems on the
administrative end of things, especially

schools run by students straight out of college.
“Teachers,” said James H. Lytle, an
education professor at the University of
Pennsylvania who teaches a course on urban school reform to Teach for America
teachers, “want the textbooks to be there
and the students to come on time.”
So far, Lee and Brick Avon Academy’s
twenty-something TFA alums are surpassing expectation. They have already raised
$125,000 for teacher training workshops
and an after-school program for students.
Though the overall success rate of these
schools remains to be seen, BRICK Avon
Academy maintains that “like the phoenix
our education system must be reborn to
meet the needs of future generations. O
Molly Rubin is a junior majoring in English.
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In Community Gardens,
Everything is Coming Up Roses
BY SIGNE PORTESHAWVER

A

garden makes its own social center where we learn easily from one
another how good food can taste,
how sweet sunshine can be when captured
in vibrant produce,” said Tufts biologist
and avid gardener George Ellmore.
Here on campus, Tufts’ own student
garden is currently growing behind Latin
Way, in the big plot full of greenery where
Somerville residents can come plant seeds
in their free time. Though
g our student ggarden is still relatively new, gardens on campus are no recent trend.
Next time you’re in Tisch Library, take
a look at the black and white photos that
line the wall heading to the microfilms and
periodicals. A picture of the student gardeners of the Tufts 1918 War Garden hangs
as a relic of Tufts gardens through the years.
War gardens, called victory gardens, were
even more popular during World War II
and appeared

in American backyards, public spaces, and
college campuses, supplying 40% of the
nation’s food. As the war came to an end
and the government adopted quantity-first
food policies, victory gardens dwindled
and disappeared.
Now, a half a century later, community gardens are multiplying and expanding. Schools and organizations around the
country are developing innovative and exciting ways to cultivate vegetable gardens,
integrating growing food into course curriculums and school p
programs.
g
School gardens have taken off recently for many reasons. The industrial
food sector has gained more control over
most food production
production, thus many people
are now turning to gardening in order to
have a hand in what they consume. Many
parents and students feel safer eating fresh,
local, and organically grown foods. Others praise these gardens’ ability to teach
students the importance of experiential
learning and enjoying the outdoors. Helping students lead sustainable lives is
also a draw in this climate of
growing environmental
concern.

The Edible Schoolyard at the Martin
Luther King Middle School in Berkeley,
California is one of the first and most famous school gardens and was started by
esteemed chef Alice Waters and the Chez
Panisse Foundation in 1996. The one-acre
garden is supported by an unprecedented
program that takes kids out of the classroom and into the beanstalks to learn how
to grow in and out of the classroom. History classes teach about Native American
heritage while students plant the “three
sisters” ((squash,
q
, beans,, and corn)) in the
garden. Academic material is transformed
into interactive study thereby allowing
kids to learn the science behind growing.
Edible Schoolyard has become a model for
elementary and middle school garden programs across the country.
Closer to home, non-profits Groundwork Somerville and CitySprouts maintain
gardens at all of the elementary schools in
Somerville and Cambridge, respectively.
Instead of inventing a new curriculum like
the ambitious Chez Panisse Foundation,
these local organizations work with teachers to integrate their

PHOTOS BY CATHERINE NAKAJIMA
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gardens into the existing
i i school day. Both
organizations run summer programs for
middle-schoolers. The students are offered
stipends in return for their hard work.
Many Tufts students have been involved
with these grassroots groups. Senior Emily Stark was a Summer Fellow with CitySprouts in 2009, working with middle
school interns. “Seeing kids loving and
learning to grow food was a reassuring and
powerful experience,” she said.
CitySprouts
y p
was founded byy a concerned parent, but many gardens have
emerged out of student concerns and activism. Started by the local non-profit The
Food Project, the Real Food Challenge is
a US-wide university campaign to get 20%
real food—food which is locally grown,
fair trade, and ecologically sound—into
dining halls. As a part of their respective
Real Food Challenge campaigns, student
gardens are growing at Boston College,
Mt. Holyoke and Brandeis University.
y Stu-
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dents in George Washington University’s
Food Justice Alliance maintain raised beds
that supply produce to a local soup kitchen
and they just bravely launched an urban
beekeeping initiative.
Other university gardens have been
started for more academic reasons. Here at
Tufts, the birth of our student garden will
coincide with the practical component of
the Experimental College course Emerging Alternatives in Modern Agriculture.
Last yyear,, two dedicated ECO (Environ(
mental Consciousness Outreach) officers
(yours truly and recent grad Yosefa Ehrlich) sectioned off a plot and convinced
two qualified Friedman School students
to share some of their graduate school and
gardening wisdom with us hungry undergrads. The class filled up in less than
15 minutes after registration opened. Although the plot, located behind Latin Way
is small, there is potential for growth as the
class pumps out aficionados.
“Tufts’ gardening projects in Massachusetts, the Bahamas, Hawaii,
France, and most recently Namibia bring people together across gen-

erations to talk, plan, dream, and plant the
garden,” says Professor Ellmore, “Across
those same generations: children, parents,
grandparents, their friends, and visitors
delight in caring for the garden, dodging
the weather, watching sun-fueled growth
of the purest food possible.”
More than curriculum enhancers,
school gardens are a proactive way for students, teachers, and organizations to reshape our food system. Perhaps in a matter
of time, small plots like Tufts’ own will be
feeding as many people as the victory gardens of yesteryear. Until then, the garden
will be a place to connect with others, learn
about the Earth and share good food. O
Signe Porteshawver is a senior majoring in
Biology. Follow her sustainable eating blog
at www.thevegtable.wordpress.com
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CHIBALD

et me introduce myself: My name is Eric. I’m a sophomore.
I like soccer and Arrested Development. I actually enjoy
books. And I have no plans: no plans for summer, no plans
for a semester abroad, no plans for much of anything. It’s not that
I didn’t, at one time, have plans to have plans. I had plans to have a
lot of plans. I had plans to have plans to go abroad next year. I had
plans to have plans
to have a really cool internship this summer.
p
p
I had plans to have plans to d
do a lot of things. But, as of now, no
plans.
M
My problem came last year as a freshman w
when I realized that being a college
stude
student doesn’t automatically mean that
you’v
you’ve figured anything out regarding
wha
what you want to do for the rest of your
life, or what kind of person you want
to be,
b or with what kind of people you
wish to surround yourself. No one had
wis
told me that these things wouldn’t be
handed to me by a jovial Lawrence
ha
Bacow September 1st, 2009, along
Ba
with a pamphlet for “In the Sack” and
wi
a smile. I don’t think—and by that I
mean that I desperately, desperately
m
hope—that I’m the only person to
ho
feel this way during my first few sefee
mesters at college. I don’t believe that I
me
was alone in assuming that at a certain
age we would suddenly all know what’s
righ
right and what’s wrong and that at a
cert
certain point in our lives we would stop
bein
being awkward around the opposite sex
and that everything would just sort of
fall into
in place. Who knows, maybe those
times do exist somewhere ahead of us,
but th
those times are certainly not during
the fo
four (or more) years of college that
most of us blindly, and often drunkenly,
stumble through.
stum
I’m not saying that I haven’t gotten
anything out of my Tufts experiences
anyt
thus far. Far from it. I have changed in
countless ways since coming to Medcou
ford from Denver, Colorado a little
over one year ago. I’ve been naked in
ove
public more times than most people
pub
would like to see me naked in public,
wo

AN

BY ERIC AR

SUZI GROSSM

d
n
a
l
o
b
Jum
Lost in

nd cerI’ve taken some amazing, and
tainly, some not-so-amazingg classoof on
es. I’ve been on the library roof
tayed
the Twentieth of April. I’ve stayed
at I’ve
up all night with people that
m the
just met. I’ve hidden from
swiper ladies in Carmichael after
they realized I turned their dining hall into Barmichael. But,
anic
as I realized in a sweaty panic
rted
the night before classes started
oser
this semester, I don’t feel closer
han
to becoming a real person than
me. I
I did a year ago at this time.
es. I
still feel nervous about classes.
still feel awkward in a room full
of people I don’t know. I don’t
have grandiose plans for myy fuem to
ture self. The only thing I seem
have figured out in college is what
I don’t want to do for the rest of my
life—a list that continues to grow,
ifelong
while the list of potential lifelong
passions has not seen much growth
as of late.
ore with
So here I am: a sophomore
a bunch of free t-shirts, memories
and a few ideas about whatt I don’t
want to do for the rest of myy life. No
mebody
major. No career path. Somebody
suggested I go into plastics.
ot. But,
It doesn’t seem like a lot.
ht now.
maybe, I don’t need a lot right
Maybe I don’t need to plan my enneteentire life right now, as a nineteenyear-old who still buys books
oks on
his parents’ credit card and moves
all plans aside to catch the newest
episode of “The Office.” Maybe
it’s a good thing that I’ve used
ience
my time at Tufts to experience
umélife and try new, non-résuméest use
building things. Maybe the best
of my time right now is to sit on the Presids and start thinking about what i t
dent’s Lawn with some friends
omorrow And then maybe I’ll think
is that I might want to do tomorrow.
about next week. Maybe next week I’ll think about what I’ll do
over spring break. Maybe one day I’ll come across something that
I won’t ever want to stop doing. Maybe a class will change my life,
or maybe I’ll continue to go through college without a firm idea
about what it is I want to do. Maybe I won’t know until I’m 25. Or
30. Right now I don’t know what I’ll do with the rest of my life, and
that’s beginning to be okay. If you have any suggestions for me,
come talk to me; I don’t have any plans. O
Eric Archibald is a sophomore who has not yet declared a major.
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Am I Now A
Political
Insider?
BY SETH RAU

T

wo years ago, I set foot on this campus knowing the names of the two
Massachusetts senators, the late Ted
Kennedy and John Kerry, and not much
more about Massachusetts politics. About
this time last year, I began interning for
Attorney General Martha Coakley’s Senate
campaign, which was a fateful step in moving from political outsider to insider. Even
though that campaign was unsuccessful, it
brought me into a realm in which I never
imagined I would be a part as a junior at
Tufts.
One of the most common themes in
the upcoming midterm elections is anger
aimed at “the establishment,” directed at
both Washington and Beacon Hill, here
in Massachusetts. Now that I am running
the campaign of a three-term incumbent
representative, it has dawned on me that
I truly am part of the political establishment. In the last few weeks, I have gone to
events for friends who happen to be lobbyists and/or candidates running for elected
office without even thinking twice. I used
to naively think that all special interests
were bad, but now that I run a campaign,
I see the need for their time, money, and
volunteers.
Another misconception I had coming
to Massachusetts was that this commonwealth (I would have probably called it a
state two years ago) is the bluest of blue.
While the Democrats have huge majorities
in both the State House and State Senate,
not all of these Democrats actually believe
in the national platform of the Democratic
Party. Many come from very conservative
backgrounds that make some Blue Dogs
in Washington look progressive. Unions

10
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d to deliver reliable Democratic votes,
votees
used
any union members are brea
but now many
breakty to vote for people like
ing from the party
sed on their conSenator Scott Brown based
hat does
do not
servative social values. While that
mean the Republicans are going to take
control of Beacon Hill anytime soon, it allows the possibility of creating a strong opposition that would unify Democrats. That
would be a very good thing for organizing
a stronger Democratic party.
For me, the scariest part of this process is how quickly one can go from being
an outsider to an insider. By just spending a few months hanging around with
full-time campaign people, you can find
out how a large portion of Massachusetts
politics operates. I don’t know if that is
the case on the Republican side or even

on the other, more conservative, Democratic side, but right now it is very easy
to rise up very quickly within the ranks
of progressive activists. Last year, I had
to use a connection to land the Coakley
internship, and now people are coming to
me for access to my interns and trying to
get more
m
interns through me. One of my
frien
friends who has also rapidly risen through
the ranks described it as a vacuum. Once
yyou get sucked in, you never get spit back
out.
While I may not describe this process
with any glory or pride, at the end of the
day I love what I am doing, and so do most
of the people inside the vacuum. When
you are constantly on the campaign trail,
you meet countless fascinating personalities that at a minimum give you some
of the best stories of your life, and many
times, become some of your best friends.
It is not an entirely healthy lifestyle, but it’s
a world that is never boring. Much of the
media and the American people criticize
the insiders of Washington or Beacon Hill.
Nevertheless, I believe I am playing an
active role in helping elect people whose
views I support. Many may think I am part
of the problem, but I think I am part of the
solution here in Massachusetts. O
Seth Rau is a junior majoring in International Relations.

RUTH TAM

if you spend this time
exploring and you get
yourself on a pathway that
really fits you, then
there’s going to be this
snowball effect
of finding

the right fit,
the right partner,
the right job,
the right place
to live.
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young people of the day

can’t seem to
settle down
(wrote the yale psychologist
kenneth keniston)
he called the new stage of
life

“youth”
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feeling of absolute freedom,
of living in a world of pure
possibilities.

follow your passions, live your
dreams, take risks, network with
the right people, find mentors,
be financially responsible,
volunteer, work, think about or
go to grad school, fall in love,
and maintain personal well-being,
mental health and nutrition.
SEPTEMBER 20, 2010
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when is

there time

to just be
and

ENJOY?
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OPINIONS

BECKY

PL ANT

E

pls refudiate the noise.
BY ZACHARY LAUB

B

y now you’ve no doubt heard of
the kook pastor from Florida who
planned to commemorate 9/11 by
burning Korans. So provocative was this
act that General David Petraeus momentarily set aside his considerably full plate
of managing the war effort in Afghanistan
to issue a statement. Petraeus warned that
this particular pastor with his flock of 50
would endanger American lives, fan the
flames of anti-American sentiment in the
Middle East, and contribute propaganda
for terrorist recruitment. As Petraeus well
knows, it is a strategic imperative for the
US to court moderate Muslims throughout
the Middle East. He also must appreciate
the hypocrisy of Koran. After all, the only
way that the American occupations of Iraq
and Afghanistan can end is by returning
those countries to effective home rule. We

depend on allies who read from the very
same book that a handful of Floridians
wanted to burn.
Meanwhile, many of the right-leaning
critics of this Florida kook have used their
condemnations of Koran burning as an
underhanded way to endorse an equally
jingoistic project, opposing the inaccurately named “Ground Zero mosque.” Says
John Boehner, the House Minority Leader, “Just because you have the right to do
something in America does not mean it is
the right thing to do.” Sarah Palin echoed
the same sentiment on her Facebook page
in, well, identical words.
Once built, the Islamic community center will hardly occupy hallowed
ground. Instead, it will occupy the site of
an abandoned Burlington Coat Factory,
and its neighbors will include strip clubs
and sex shops. What should have been a
Lower Manhattan zoning board issue blew

up all of a sudden into today’s single greatest manifestation of red-blue polarization
in America.
As always, Jon Stewart’s comedy is
more enlightening than just about anything you can glean from cable news. “See
the parallel?” he says of the planned Koran
burning and the mosque. “A Christian is an
extremist by burning the Koran. A Muslim
is an extremist by reading from it… It almost makes no sense!”
Birthers and Tea Partiers tell us that
Obama is a foreign-born, closet socialist/Muslim/fill-in-the-blank-with-something-un-American, with plans to establish a caliphate—Islamic rule—in America.
But when his pinko partisans respond that
no, the record is clear, the president of
the United States is a capitalism-loving,
God-fearing Christian, they fail to address
an even more basic point: So what if the
president was Muslim? Legions of WASP
SEPTEMBER 20, 2010
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Americans once feared that if elected, John
F. Kennedy would have installed a direct
phone line from the Oval Office to the Vatican. Yet claims that a Catholic president
would be subservient to the pope turned
out to be bogus; the Oval Office hotline
instead was connected to the Russian embassy, where it likely saved us from nuclear
annihilation. Besides, it now seems more
likely that the pope would give his orders
to the president via BBM.
Repealing the Fourteenth Amendment, which guaranteed full citizenship
for freed slaves, has become the Tea Party’s
latest obsession in a country in which Africans were once brought to America against
their will and their descendents toiled the
fields for decades while being considered
just three-fifths of a human being. Meanwhile, Sarah Palin and Glenn Beck have
the audacity to co-opt Martin Luther King’s
legacy by leading a rally at the Lincoln Memorial on the anniversary of the Freedom
March, and Beck rewrites history nightly
as he dons fake glasses and paces in front
of a cluttered chalkboard for an audience
of millions.
Meanwhile, Arizona has given legal
sanction to the racial profiling that had
long been practiced by renegade Sherriff
Joe Arpaio and his vigilante Minutemen,
while Mexicans are being accused of getting impregnated with malicious intent so
as to drop off “anchor babies” on American
soil in hopes of getting green cards years
later.
In this climate of extreme polarization and intolerance, Sarah Palin asked her
Muslim followers on Twitter (it’s hard to
imagine that she hadn’t already alienated
all of them) to “pls refudiate” the “Ground

O

Zero mosque.” She later tweeted “Shakespeare liked to coin new words too. Got
to celebrate it!” But no one is buying that
she’s the Bard reincarnate. Instead, she’s
just further proof of the truism that those
who advocate for English as the national
language are themselves often the least
qualified to speak it.
The economy and our foreign policy
are in shambles. At home we are dealing with the consequences of consuming
beyond our personal means, and abroad,
making military commitments beyond our
nation’s means. One in ten Americans is
currently unemployed, a frightening prospect for those of us for whom graduation—
and with it, life outside the Tufts bubble—is
in sight. The amount of blood and treasure
being spilt and spent daily in the Middle
East is already staggering, and the ramifications are sure to haunt our generation long
after these ordeals are concluded.
All the uncertainty in our contemporary lives is a source of tremendous fear
that we collectively deal with, as any student of Professor Paul Joseph will tell you,
by pinning our paranoia to the strangers
in our midst. By thus channeling our fears
and angst, we gain an illusion of control.
Problems of foreign policy and economics
have diffuse roots that are difficult to identify and even harder to root out. How much
easier is it to say the Muslim is responsible
for our wars and the Mexican for taking our
jobs? Nativism is an all too familiar trope in
American history, but who among us today
would defend the internment of Japanese
in World War II?
Ultimately, it seems to me that this
problem of intolerance comes from our
inability to pull the emergency brake on

pinions are what
make us human.
Share yours.
Email caitlin.schwartz@tufts.edu
or zachary.laub@tufts.edu
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our constant jabbering, jerk to a momentary halt, and think critically about the
world we live in. We talk at each other, not
to each other. We live in an age of email
blitzes of talking points memos from our
favorite politician or pundit on the left
or right. We rattle off bullet points neatly
packaged by our favorite blog rather than
pick up a newspaper and mull over the
day’s news reflectively over breakfast. Even
when we’re not on Twitter, we think in 140
or fewer characters.
Of course our politics only exacerbate
the problem, or perhaps they merely reflect it. The Senate was once known as “the
world’s greatest deliberative body,” but the
most common sight on C-SPAN is that of
Senators delivering speeches written by interns to an empty chamber. The moderates
of the Senate are an endangered species,
most being dead or now decrepit. To win
elections, one must win primaries, and to
win primaries, one must please the party
base. How sad it is to see Arlen Specter
look so frail and emasculated!
If I had it my way, I’d shut down all the
cable news stations, the lefty ones and the
righty ones as well, and the anchors would
repent for the emptiness of their words
and the frivolity of their programs. The
blogs would be subjected to impartial factcheckers of my choosing. From that point
on everyone would get their news from the
New York Times and Jon Stewart.
Crap. I’m back where I started, stuck
in a conundrum. Trying to get everyone to
stop imposing their opinions, I’m imposing mine, a paradox for the philosophers
identified by English professor Jay Cantor in an essay for the Boston Globe written during the 2008 election. “Like a lot
of people, I collect these opinions, and I
forget where I got them, like head colds,”
he writes, describing opinions as coming
through us rather than from us. “And like
viruses,” Cantor continues, “these opinions
have taken over all the neurons inside my
head, driving out all my ideas and substantial feelings and thoughts, the way Velveeta
drove cheese off grocers’ shelves.” In this
new school year, let us produce and consume opinions of more nuanced flavor and
higher nutritional value. O
Zachary Laub is a junior majoring in International Relations.

OFF CAMPUS

FRESHMAN FIFTEEN
BY MEGAN WASSON

T

he first semester of freshman year can be overwhelming, to say the least. Sometimes the stress of getting adjusted to campus life can
keep you from finding some of the most interesting off campus spots. Here are fifteen great reasons to take a trip outside the Tufts
bubble.

1.

Dave’s Fresh Pasta. Sometimes you need something a little more flavorful than Dewick. This
Italian grocery/sandwich shop combo in Davis Square is stocked with freshly made pasta, local produce,
artisan cheeses, handcrafted breads, and all the fancy and expensive groceries you could imagine. Dave’s
also offers at least ten different and unique sandwiches, each one a delicious combination of carefully
chosen, fresh ingredients.

2.

Berryline. Boston’s options for frozen yogurt are on the slim side (although the new Pinkberry opening up
on Newbury Street may spark a new craze), but Berryline stands out. With locations in both Harvard and
Porter Square, it’s close enough for a study-break trip. The flavors vary seasonally, but at the moment include
coconut-almond, peach, original, and ginger-mango.

3.

Boston Public Library. Coming from a girl who has never willingly set foot in Tisch, you know this place has to be good.
The Boston Public Library may be the prettiest, most academic-feeling library of all time. The sunlit courtyard and cozy, bookwalled reading rooms make this one of the best places to do work when you’re feeling particularly uninspired. During midterms, instead of hitting up Club Tisch, take the subway out here, and study in this quiet monument to academia.

4.

Soundbites/Ball Square. These two restaurant neighbors have been fighting it out for as long as
anyone can remember. Ball Square has slightly better food, Soundbites has a slightly nicer atmosphere, but
both restaurants are minutes from campus. They have huge breakfast menus—they serve lunch and dinner, but breakfast is the star here—with gigantic portions at college student prices.

5.

Danish Pastry House. There is no excuse not to go to the Danish Pastry House. Just a block west of
Mail Services, this café is hands down the closest coffee shop to campus. Aside from a wide variety of European-inspired pastries and baked goods, the Danish Pastry House also makes a great cup of coffee, six different
types of iced tea, and a grilled cheese sandwich that puts The Commons to shame.

6.

The Somerville Theatre. This little movie theater in Davis Square is often unfairly overlooked in
favor of the bigger chains in Harvard Square. The $5 weekend matinee tickets are complete bargain, and
the concessions stand sells ice cream. The theater hosts a variety of film festivals throughout the year. September 24th is the first day of the annual Terrorthon, nine days of cult classic and new horror films.

7.

Mike’s Pastry. It’s Mike’s. You just have to go. For those of you who aren’t from the Boston area, Mike’s
is a famous Italian pastry shop in the North End of Boston. They have every Italian pastry imaginable—the
oversized chocolate peanut butter cups are a must. Go pick up an assorted box of sweets and become the most
popular person on your hallway.
SEPTEMBER 20, 2010
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8.

When Pigs Fly. This bread shop in Davis Square not only has an adorable name, but a wide variety of seasonal breads and treats. Instead of stocking a box of cereal or a granola bar for breakfast, buy a
loaf of bread and make toast. When you’re reaching for a bag of Oreos way past midnight, have a slice of
apple raisin bread instead. It’ll significantly reduce the post-study break snack binge guilt.
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9.

Diesel. The Starbucks in Davis Square can get absurdly crowded on weekends,
and when that happens, just turn around and go across the street to Diesel. It’s an independent coffee shop where the front wall is a sliding garage door, the coffee is fantastic,
and the food is actually edible (ahem, Starbucks).

10.

LA. Burdick Chocolate Cafe. When you feel brain dead, overwhelmed, and like the sky might actually
be falling, head over to Burdick’s in Harvard Square. Chocolate solves all problems, and Burdick’s has European
chocolate pastries, chocolates, and nine varieties of hot chocolate. Get a hot chocolate, and take a mental health
break.

11.

Prudential Center. Yes, there is a mall by Newbury Street, and yes, you can get to it on the Green
Line. Davis and Harvard Square can take care of most shopping needs, but Prudential is perfect for when
you just need an typical mall. With stores like Sephora, SAKS, and Aldo, you can make a whole day out of
coming here.

12.

Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum. If you’re willing to take the green line all the way out to this
museum, the 15th century Venetian style building is worth the trip. Unlike the cold, sterile atmosphere of
most museums, the Isabella Stewart Gardner feels like the home of a distant, fabulously wealthy relative with
a penchant for fine art. Admission for college students is $5, and anyone named Isabella gets in for free.

13.

MFA. If you take an art history class, chances are you will probably end up going here at least once.
It is a more typical museum than the Isabella Stewart Gardner, but the collection of Impressionist pieces here
is simply astounding. When you’re feeling stumped and need some inspiration, come here and stare at a few
Monets. Admission on Wednesdays after 4 pm is by suggested donation, AKA free.

14.

Poor Little Rich Girl. Shopping in Cambridge can be as frustrating as trying to figure out SIS for the first
time. One of the most reliable shops is Poor Little Rich Girl, a consignment store where you can find both ‘80s sailor
dresses and ‘50s Yves Saint Laurent blazers. You may have to dig, but you can always find some treasures.

15.

Art
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Black Ink. This curio shop in Harvard Square is the perfect place to find impromptu birthday presents and trinkets to decorate your dorm room. It sells everything from whale-shaped bottle
openers to weirdly shaped erasers, and it’s all affordable and guaranteed to make you smile. O
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SPILT BEANS

A is for Apple,
M is for Manipulative Advertising Strategy
BY MICAH HAUSER
In 2009, Apple spent $500 million on
marketing alone. Five hundred million
dollars is a lot of money, but so is $1.4 billion, which is how much Microsoft shelled
out during the same period. At one-third
the cost, Apple is making ads so resoundingly superior to those produced by Microsoft that Windows 7 commercials feel
more like middle school theatre projects
than serious attempts at advertising.
Take it from a man who knows a
thing or two about serious advertising,
Don Draper: “Advertising is based on one
thing—happiness.” Antennagate aside,
no one imbues its target audience with a
greater sense of happiness than the media
geniuses at Apple. What could be more
joyful than a litany of spunky, silhouetted, professional dancers (that could be
you!) hip-hopping their way across colorful backdrops, a campaign that helped
sell over 200 million iPods by September
2009. Calling a friend while simultaneously searching for a deliciously affordable
sushi restaurant and planning a trip to the
nearest avant-garde theatre never looked
so blissfully pleasant as in the trademark

hand-and-iPhone-and-white-background
advertising megalith, so successful a precedent that pretty much every other cellular
phone company in America was forced to
replicate it.
Apple isn’t reinventing the wheel. All
advertisements, from Michelin tires to
Pillsbury Doughboy croissant rolls, essentially try to do the same thing, which
is make you feel like you’ll be happier if
you buy the product. Apple doesn’t deviate
from this fundamental truth of advertising;
they just make happiness seem so much
cooler than everyone else. Until recently,
I was totally on-board with that ideology.
I’m typing this article on a MacBook, I just
sent a text message on my iPhone, and forgetting to bring my iPod on a trip makes
me reconsider the underlying purpose of
travel. But the new round of Apple ads, the
ones that highlight the video chatting application FaceTime on the iPhone 4, are out
of fucking control.
We’ve all seen them. A man meets his
newborn granddaughter for the first time.
A wife excitedly tells her husband that she
is pregnant. A father sings for his daughter
to make her feel less embarrassed about
her new braces. And it’s all made possible

thanks to the magic of the iPhone. Rather
than mess around with traditional selling
points like coolness or utility, Apple has
chosen to cut straight to the chase, coopting the most profound nuggets of human emotion and reimagining them as an
advertising strategy. It is a simple message:
like Apple, or deny your humanity. The
closest thing we’ve seen to this level of sordid manipulation are those Humane Society montages of dying puppies with Sarah
McLachlan crooning in the background.
The crazy thing is, these FaceTime
symphonies of emotional ooze aren’t even
well acted pitches. When Ms. Just Found
Out She’s Pregnant bites her lip nervously
before asking her husband, “You know that
thing we’ve been working on?”, you almost
want to cringe with secondary embarrassment. When Mr. I’m A Grandfather
and Have Hair Similar to Morgan Freeman sees his granddaughter and exclaims,
“She’s beautiful…she’s perfect,” it’s almost
a conscious wink to the audience. “She’s
beautiful” just isn’t enough—“she’s perfect”
must be awkwardly tacked on to complete
the formula. The glitz is so over the top,
even the actors can’t keep a straight face.
The audience shouldn’t either. O

Letter from the Editor
Observer readers,
I hope this letter finds you all jumping into the school year after a restful summer. I’m
excited to be taking the reins as editor-in-chief of the Observer this semester after serving as
a staff writer and section editor for the past three years. In an effort to make this publication
as accessible and transparent to the Tufts population as possible, we want to hear from you.
Send us an e-mail, comment on our website, write an opinion piece; after all, we’re Tufts’
student magazine.
Our goal this semester is to make the O as relevant as possible to all of our lives as
Jumbos. We want to supply you with the news pieces, culture stories, and opinions that will
make you rely on the Observer for quality peer journalism. We want you to cut out our color
insets and hang them on the wall in your dorm common room. Bookmark our website.
I sincerely hope that we can fulfill your expectations as Tufts’ oldest publication of record. As we go forth into our seminars, recitations and countless hours in Tisch, I hope that
we can take the Observer along as a guide, distraction and a literary companion.
Read on,
Katie
SEPTEMBER 20, 2010
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INTERVIEW

Chromeo
This summer, the Observer’s very own Ruth Tam spoke with Dave of electrofunk
duo Chromeo, parsing his brain for inisghts on the band’s new album, the merits of
autotune, and higher education.
To promote your upcoming album
Business Casual, you guys have spent
a lot of the summer touring overseas.
What’s the difference between touring in
Europe and touring in the U.S.?
[There are] different histories in different places. We’ve got a deeper connection
in North America. Vancouver was the
city where we played our first big show.
New York was our first big show in the
States. We’ve done the UK before, but
this summer, we got to go further. We’d
never played in Amsterdam before, and
[new single] “Night By Night” had a good
reception.
When your last album, Fancy Footwork,
came out, BBC described it as “a shameless return to the glistening, sex-saturated synth-pop which rules the eighties.”
If you could describe your upcoming album, Business Casual, in a Twitter post
(160 characters), what would you say?
Oh, I don’t know. I can’t do all that alliteration. Say, if Fancy Footwork was
Chromeo’s college years, Business Casual
is Chromeo going to grad school—we
get stuff done, but we still party every
weekend.
You and P-Thugg have been making music together for years. How do you stay
tight with someone you’ve been playing
with since the age of 15? Do you guys
have any pet peeves about each other?
Oh, I have so many pet peeves, but when
you work with someone for that long and
you [have driven] from New York to Pittsburgh in one car to play for five people,
there’s a certain connection. Now we’re
playing for thousands of people.
P-Thugg rocks a talk box. What do you
guys have to say about the capabilities of
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electronic voice? How do you feel
about autotune?
I like autotune. I think it’s good as a
vocal effect. When it’s used how it’s
meant to be used—as a pitch corrector—then I don’t like it. We’ve used it a
few times—everyone uses it. The first time
it was used was in Cher’s song, “Believe,”
and it was great. And Daft Punk? On
Discovery? Amazing. Now, you listen to
a Katy Perry song and it’s all touched up
and air brushed. Nothing’s real. As long as
it’s tastefully used, then I like it.
You filmed a video for PlayboyU.com
roaming the streets of New York City
to conquer “bad taste in music.” Bands
like Coldplay took a hit. Are there any
bands out there now that you really can’t
stand?
Well, Coldplay is really famous, so I don’t
want to seem like I’m jealous of them or
something. But Coldplay’s music does
get on my nerves. But you know what?
For every bad band, they always have one
song I like. Like what’s that one…[sings
“Vida La Vida”]. Yeah, I like that one.
But yeah, Katy Perry… I’ve never heard a
song of hers that I liked. But I’m not very
familiar with her stuff.
Alright, let’s talk about what you do like.
You guys have always mentioned Hall
& Oates as one of your top inspirations.
How did you meet Daryl Hall and what
was it like performing with him this
summer at Bonnaroo?
We met him because he reached out to us.
We filmed a segment for Live From Daryl’s
House on his site. Bonnaroo asked us to
perform and of course we said yes. To
have him perform our stuff and for us to
be able to play his? It was one of the best
moments of my life.
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Your music videos are always
really creative. Which has been your
favorite video?
I really have a strong connection to
“Momma’s Boy.” I got to know the artist
who did the drawings, became friends
with him. That one’s a favorite.
Dave, you’re studying to get your Ph.D.
in French Literature. A couple of years
ago, you said that you’ve never wanted
to do just music and that school was
your main thing. Is that still true? Any
advice you can give to college kids?
Yes. When I started my Ph.D. program,
Chromeo was a hobby. I thought we were
just going to make a few singles and that’d
be it. I’m going to fulfill my responsibilities. Your GPA is really important;
it’ll be important when you apply for
grad school. I don’t want to sound like
a preacher, but yeah. Keep that GPA up.
Don’t narrow [your interests] to just your
major. Read on subjects outside your
major. Keep your horizons broad.
If music was never the “be all, end all,”
how do you know when you’re going to
move on from Chromeo?
Oh, I don’t know. I don’t want to think
about it because that’s sad. Music’s always
going to be in my life regardless. O

ENVIRONMENTAL

I want to ride my Bicycle,

W

here is the center of the Tufts
campus? Geographically, it’s
probably some random spot
in the middle of the President’s Lawn. To
most students, it might be the campus center, the library, or a dining hall. According
to the blue road signs pointing to Tufts
from the surrounding areas, it is the parking lot below Dowling Hall. That is because
Tufts, like most of American society, is obsessed with cars. The default assumption
about transportation is that it must involve
a car. Why?
Tufts is in an urban location with easy
access via non-motorized means to food,
shopping, and entertainment—all the
amenities that college students love.
We are always griping about
our limited finances.
Only have

And you should too!

enough money for an $11 handle of Rubinoff? Ditch the car and all its associated
costs (gas/insurance/parking) and you can
start sipping something from a glass bottle.
Forget the car and get a bicycle.
Bicycling is the perfect mode of transportation for Tufts students. For $150 and
a little Craigslist savvy, anyone can have
the ability to get around the greater Boston
area unencumbered by cost, parking or
traffic congestion. Sure, it’s sometimes nice
and even necessary to take the T or bum a
ride off a friend who simply refuses to give
up his or her car. However, a bicycle simply
makes more sense the majority of the time.
Google Maps has a helpful feature that ad-

fun facts
About Bicycles
A four mile round trip on a bike keeps
15 lbs of pollutants out of the air we
breathe
After ingesting lsd for the first time,
swiss chemist albert hofmann decided
to go on a bike ride
There are 38,000 daily bike trips
in the boston area
a bicycle can’t stand on its own
because it’s two-tired
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by Daniel Heller

vises the best biking routes to any destination. The Target in Everett…19 minutes on
bike. The Boston Commons…33 minutes
on bike. If you have ever taken the T to
a concert at the Paradise Rock Club, you
might think that the venue is really far
from Tufts. It requires taking the Red Line
to Park Street, changing to the Green Line,
and then riding nine stops down. This can
often take over an hour on the T, but is an
easy, half-hour bike ride. For many trips,
biking is simply faster.
The roads are for moving people, not
simply moving cars. Boston and surrounding areas have started to understand this
and are investing more in bicycle infrastructure. Bike lanes are being added to
roads, and “sharrows,” which are painted
symbols on the roadway that show which
routes are commonly used by bicyclists,
are alerting drivers to the presence of bikes.
These infrastructure improvements have
been prompted by the huge increase in
recreational and commuter bicyclists over
the past decade and are in turn encouraging more people to become cyclists.
As Tufts students we have a tendency
to get stuck on our campus. Leaving can often feel like a serious undertaking. Biking
is freedom to go wherever you want, when
you want. Just hop on and go somewhere.
Bicycling allows people to understand how
neighborhoods and cities connect to each
other. Instead of going underground in
Davis Square and magically popping up
in Downtown Boston, biking allows one
to experience the character of the city. The
more leisurely speed of travel allows one to
see and take in the surroundings in a much
more experiential way than when enclosed
in a car traveling at 60 miles per hour.
Ditch your car, forget the T, and experience the world as it should be experienced—on a bicycle. O
For more information on biking in the
Boston Area, check out www.massbike.org
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POETRY & PROSE

This night makes me think and I wonder how she can drive me, her father, when it seems I still have the feel of
her plastic car seat in my fingertips, and now she is talking about vacation, but my head is pounding from work, so
all I can do is smile along with her, my mariposa, but she gasps, and I see a flash of skin in the headlights, and after
two thumps she pulls to the side and turns to me, and I do not pause, looking behind at the stains growing on the
cement, because no, no, this is not yours, mariposa, and I turn the wheel back toward the center of the road for her
and, again, I am leading her home.
Cristina will leave for college in a few days. She’s been packing for weeks, worried about forgetting her socks or
favorite books. Half-filled boxes are everywhere. I look in one and see her sweaters jumbled together with picture
frames.
The mail arrives. There is a letter with a form for registering vehicles for parking at college, and I hand it to
Cristina.
She glances at the form and crumples it up, saying, “I don’t want to take the car.”
I take the paper from her and gently smooth out the creases. They’re stubborn, and I press the paper between
my palms, forcing it flat.
“Take it, mariposa.” I hand her the paper again. All that’s left of the creases are faint lines. O

by Shir Livne

Mariposa
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POETRY & PROSE
bunchofhorses

by david and katie

O

Wrote a poem or short story?
Submit to the Observer

Email

Margaret.Boland@Tufts.edu
Natalie.Selzer@Tufts.edu
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Catherine Nakajima

CAMPUS SAFETY

POLICE BLOTTER
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 3
2:25 AM
“TEMS GETS A LIFT”

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9
7:00 PM
“MEDICAL MARIJUANA”

While en route to her car, the ever-diligent TEMS medic was
surprised to see her vehicle, the omnipresent TEMS mobile, being
lifted up onto the curb by five cowardly, yet presumably muscular,
males. Upon seeing her, they scurried away.

An observant Health Services employee contacted
our friendly TUPD regarding an abandoned bag
in the street in front of Health Services. The
police have since incarcerated the 1lb bag of
mary jane in their evidence holding cell. Visitors
are not welcome.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10
PRE-FALL BALL PM
“RAGER OR CASUAL GETTOGETHER?”
The party police responded to a rager on
Hillsdale Road where 30-40 students were
engaging in competitive drinking in venues such
as beer pong or flirting. The party hosts, feeling
an air of unfairness, enumerated the distinctions
between a party and a rager, citing the example
of their neighbor’s party next door. Police, ever
the active learners, explored next door to find
around 100 people doing the same thing. Both
parties ended early.

Less hospital instances than last year’s
Fall Ball, with a chance of public urination.
…and to the gentleman/lady who stole my blue and yellow Cannondale bike. This is you:

Leads on my bike sitch?
Contact ryan.stolp@tufts.edu

—illustrated and compiled by Ryan Stolp
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